**LZX:MT relay couplers**

Industrial relays, 11-pole, MT series

- **LZX:MT32**
- **LZX:MT78750 plug-in bases**
  - For industrial relays

---

**Schematics**

**LZX plug-in relays – relay couplers**

- **LZX:PT270** 2-pole
- **LZX:PT370** 3-pole
- **LZX:PT520, LZX:PT570, LZX:PT580** 4-pole

---

**Position of the connection terminals**

**Standard plug-in bases for PT series**

- **LZX:PT78720**
  - For 2 CO contacts, with screw terminals
- **LZX:PT78730**
  - For 3 CO contacts, with screw terminals
- **LZX:PT78740**
  - For 4 CO contacts, with screw terminals
## LZS, LZX Plug-In Relays

### Relay couplers

#### Plug-in bases with logical isolation for PT series
- **LZS:PT7872**: For 2 CO contacts, with screw terminals
- **LZS:PT7874**: For 4 CO contacts, with screw terminals
- **LZS:PT7872P**: For 2 CO contacts, with spring-loaded terminals
- **LZS:PT7874P**: For 4 CO contacts, with spring-loaded terminals

#### Plug-in bases for RT series
- **LZS:RT78725**: With screw terminal
- **LZS:RT78726**: With logical isolation and screw terminals
- **LZS:RT7872P**: With logical isolation and spring-loaded terminals

#### Plug-in bases for MT series
- **LZS:MT78750**: For industrial relays